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1. REPORTS OF EXPERT COMMITTEES: Item 20.3 of' the Agenda i 

ert Committee on Antibiotics: Itera 20.3.2 of the Agenda (Documents 

/39, ТОЮ/Antib/S and resolution ША3.13) (continuation) 

The CHAIRMAN said that there were two problems to consider with regard to 

expert committees. First, the relations of the Executive Board to, and its 

responsibility for, expert committees. He had himself drafted document EB6/3 

on this question, but there would be no opportunity to discuss it at the present 

session, and he was proposing to defer.it to the seventh session. 

Secondly, there was the specific problem of how the report of the Expert 

Committee on Antibiotics should be treated. The pr ovieional regulations which 

the committee had adopted at the morning‘s meeting gave the Board power to 

publish reports of e ^ e r t committees and preface them with its own observations; 

or, alternatively, to refer a report back to the relevant expert committee. It 

must not be forgotten, however, that the Boe^d had no ротег to alter the substance 

of a report unless the expert committee in question agreed. 

There were three proposals before the committee with regard to the report 

of the Expert Comittee on Antibiotics: (1) Dr. H'c5jer's proposal that the report 

should be published forthwith with covering observations by the Executive Board. 

(2) Dr. Dujarric de la Rivière's proposal to refer the report back to the expert 

committee for consideration at its next session. The disadvantage of that 

proposal was that the expert committee would probably not meet again before 1952. 

(3) Sir Arcot Mudaliar's proposal to defer consideration of the report until the 

seventh session of the Executive Board, and ask the Director-General to report to 

the expert committee the Board's difference of opinion with regard to the mention 

of a certain commercial product. That proposal only partly net Dr. Brady. s comment 

with regard to misinterpretation of the report, and he thought that Dr. Brady 



might wish to amend Sir Arcot Mudaliar
f
s proposal. In any case, the Executive 

Board was free to publish its observations when it published the report. 

Dr SOKHEY, Assistant Director-General, Department of Central Technical 

Services, said that there was a certain amount of misunderstanding among members 

as to the form of the report， especially as regards the mention of Podbielniak 

extractors, and discussion of currency questions. It should be remembered that 

the expert committee in question had a long history, which started with the 

Interim Commission. The First World Health Assembly had taken certain decisions• 

They were followed by further decisions taken by the Executive Board at its second 

session， and confirmed by the Second World Health Assembly, which appointed the 

expert committee with specific instructions. 

He particularly wished to bring to the notice of the Board a decision taken 

by it at its second session. The Board had directed the Director-General to 

arrange for surveys to be carried out by an adequate team of e v e r t s and to seek 

the assistance of the various economic commissions of the Economic and Social Council 

for putting into operation the UNRRA donated penicillin plants (Official Records 

No- 14, page 19)- In pursuance of that instruction, joint consultations of ШЮ 

and the Economic Commission for Europe with outside experts engaged in the 

production of penicillin and technical representatives of Member States to -vdiom 

UNRRA plants had been donated, were held in Geneva on 17 and 18 February 1949-

The experts had considered "essential equipment necessary to produce pure 

crystalline penicillin" and had included Podbielniak extractors in that category. 

The joint comniittee had also considered procurement and payment for equipment and 

discussed the question of hard currency. The recommendations of the joint IHO/ECE 

committee were presented to the Executive Board at its third session in document 

ЕВЗ/20 A d d . a n d were approved by the Board, The Secretariat prepared over 20 



memoranda and documents for the expert committee, of which document EB3/20 Add. 1, 

1949 was one. The Expert Committee on Antibiotics had therefore been working on 

questions raised by the Health Assembly and the Executive Board and which included 

consideration of requirements of production of penicillin and the modernisation 

of penicillin plants donated by UNRRA. The joint T/HO/ECE committee, upon the 

advice of the experts on production, had considered Podbielniak extractors essential 

for production and had recommended that Т1УН0 and ECE jointly should take steps 

to meet the hard currency problem which Member States were experiencing in that 

connexion. The Expert Committee on Antibiotics had considered the report of the 

joint committee, agreed with the necessity of Podbielniak extractors, and backed 

the recommendation regarding hard currency. 

His account 5 Dr. Sokhey believed, would explain the form of the report before 

the Board. The experts were considering specific questions put to them by the 

Health Assembly and the Executive Board. He considered the work of the expert 

committee of great value and hoped that the report would be approved. 

Dr. de PAULA SOUZA, speaking as a member of the small ad hoc committee which 

had examined the reports of the expert committees before the opening of the Third 

World Health Assembly, said that the committee's task had been extremely difficult. 

They could not change the substance of the report, but could only consider whether 

it conformed to the directives given by ТШО. He then quoted the paragraph concerning 

procurement of equipment on page 3 of the report of the coiranittee (document 

ТШО/Antib/S) and also the first three lines of resolution I on the same page, which 

showed that it • the unanimous opinion of the committee that the extractors were 

"absolutely essential for the economic production of penicillin"• If the Executive 



Board now rejected the report, the ad hoc committee would be in a very difficult 

position. If the principle was established of not accepting such reports, 

the Executive Board should give definite and relevant instructions to the 

ad hoc committee. 

Dr。 BRADY, alternate to Dr. Hyde, said that none of the members of the 

committee had intended to be critical of the ad hoc committee. He had a fourth 

proposal to make, as follows; letters should be sent from the Board to each 

member of the expert committee, saying that the Board had approved the report . 

for publication and considered it an admirable document, but thought the committee 

members might be interested in certain comments of the Board during the discussion 

of the report, in particular with regard to the use of a certain trade name, the 

use of the phrase "absolutely essential", the misinterpretation of the report 

which had appeared in the пегтерарегз, and the question of currencies. If no replies 

w e r o r e c e i v e d t 0 t h e letters, the Executive Board would publish the report with 

a single cornent in the form of a resolution as follows: 1. The ad hoc comittee 

and the Executive Board note the report. 2. The Executive Board authorizes its 

publication and thanks the committee for its valuable document. 3. The Executive 

Board notes that on certain points there is a difference of opinion between its 

members and the expert committee. 4, The Executive Board invites the Director-

G e n e r a l t 0 t a k e t h e песеззаг
У

 s t e
P

s
 to implement the recoimnendations made by the 

Expert Committee on Antibiotics and to make full use of the facilities that may 

be made available by UNICEF and other agencies for this purpose. 

D r ' D U J M R I C d e l a R I V I
醒

 t h o _ t that Dr. Bradyrs proposal could be accepted. 

The suggestion of writing to the experts for their opinion on a possible modification 



of the report raised a most inportant question of principle on which he would 

like .to have the opinion of the Secretariat. The Executive Board had no power 

to amend the text of.a report of an expert committee. Would it then have the 

right to amend it on the basis of opinions obtained by correspondence with the 

experts? 

Sir Arcot MUDALIAR said that he would withdraw his proposal. 

The DI RE CT OR -GENERAL said that it should be made quite clear what was to 

be done vdth the comments of the Executive Board, since those reports would 

eventually be published officially by the Organization. He thought the case 

against the proprietary name was not strong. WHO used a considerable number of 

proprietary names in its publications, and the work of the Organization would be 

very much complicated if the Executive Board objected to proprietary names in 

general. He was doubtful as to the advisability of referring the report back to 

the committee. Its members were among the world rs best experts in this field, and 

the report represented their technical and unanimous opinion. It was not feasible 

to "write to them individually and ask them to retract as individuals an opinion 

on which they had unanimously agreed as a body. 

Sir Arcot MUDALIAR thought it useless to continue the discussion, 'The 

report had been submitted to, discussed, and adopted by the Third World Health 

Assembly, and the only action left for the Executive Board was to maintain the 

decision of the ad hoc committee to which the Board had delegated its powers. 

The CHAIRMAN said there were now two proposals before th.e Boardt (1) the 

proposal of Dr. Brady, and (2) that of Dr. H*c5jer, supported by Sir Arcot Mudaliar, 

He would put these to the vote. 
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Decision: The Board rejected Dr. Brady«s proposal, and adopted 
Dr. H'ôjer's proposal that the report should be published forthwith with 

the covering observations of the Executive Board. 

The Board also adopted the resolution at the end of document EB6/39. 

2- FROCEDURE FOR EXAMINING REPORTS OF EXPERT COMMITTEES - DEFERMENT OF ‘ 

ITEM TO SEVENTH SESSION OF THE BOARD» Item 20.2 of the Agenda (Document БВ6/3) 

The CHAIRMAN stated that he was withdrawing his document on expert committees 

(EB6/3) from the agenda of the current session and intended to ask for its 

inclusion in the agenda of the seventh session. The subject was one of great 

inportance and considerable complexity, and time was needed for its consideration. 

He suggested that the other members of the Board might also prepare notes on 

the subject and send them in to the Secretariat for submission to the seventh 
session of the Board. 

FIRST REPORT OF THE STANDING COÎ/MITTEE ON ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE 
(Document EB6/43) 

Sir Arcot MUDALIAR, Chairman of the Standing Committee on Administration and 

Finance, in presenting the first report of that committee said that he would submit 

the different parts separately to the Board. The first part concerned the report 

on allotments issued as at 31 May 1950. 

The Board adopted the first part of the report without discussion. 

Sir Arcot MUDALIAR then presented the second part, concerning transfers bet怖en 

sections of the 1950 appropriation resolution. He explained that the draft 

resolution proposed in the report authorized the same procedure as had been adopted 

in the previous year. 

The Board adopted the second part of the report and the accompanying resolution 

without discussion. , 

Sir Arcot MUDALIAH then presented the third part, concerning the expenditure 



level for 1951. He said that it was a most important point and had led to a long 

l 

discussion during v«hich the committee had had the benefit of the views of members 

not on the committee. The first paragraph in the resolution on page 4 had been 

recommended because the coimittee, after considering the contributions likely to be 

received, had come to the conclusion that the income figure to be expected was 

$6,150,000 and that therefore the erxpenditure level should not exceed that figure. 

With regard to the second paragraph, a resolution had been passed by the Third Health 

Assembly as a result of the work of the Committee on Programme in showing that a 

saving of ！|191，000 could be made which should be divided as follows? #50,000 to the 

United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East, an 

allocation for health statistics, and the rest for activities connected with cornuni-

cable and pestilential diseases. Owing to the lowering of the expenditure level to 

$6,150,000，. the amoimt to be spent on the three items had had to be reduced, and the 

figures recommended in the report of the Standing Committee on Administration and 

Finance were the result. 

He then read the second paragraph on page 4 of the report, with regard to the 

t r a n s f e r o f s u m s f r o m t h e International d'Hygiène Publique, and said that the 

amount it was estimated would be received was between $50,000 and ^Ю 0,000, that the 

transfer would be possible by the end of 1950, and that the suns in question were to 

be devoted to work on pestilential diseases. • . 

The CHAIRMAN drew attention to the follomng typing errors in the report, 

(1) Page 3： In paragraph (b) the second TOrd should read "on" instead of "and". 

(2) Page 4: The end of the second paragraph should read "... bilharziasis 
'African rickettsioses and yellow fever." ' 

(3). Page 4: The. last line on the page should read "of approved health and 
sanitation programmes*1' 

Sir Arcot MUDALXAR, in explanation of paragraph 3 of the resolution, said 

that it reproduced a resolution adopted Ъу the'Third Health Assembly. The 



Director-General would report to the seventh session of'the Board, when the 

question would be discussed. 

The Board adopted the third part of thç report and the accompanying 

resolution without discussion. 

Sir Arcot MUDALIAR then presented the last fourth and last part of the 

report, concerning the form of presentation of the programme and' budget for 1952 . 

Colonel JAFAR proposed an amendment in the last line of paragraph 1 of the 

resolution in this part: to insert "functional" before "title". 

Sir Arcot MUDALIAR thought that it would not be possible to give a functional 

title in the case of all posts, and asked for the opinion of the Secretariat. 

SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and 

Finance, said that it could usually be done, though the description might not 

§.lways be quite exact. 

The Board adopted the fourth part of the report and the accompanying resolution 

as amended. 

D r - MACKENZIE suggested two amendments to the report» (1) to delete и and 

sanitation" in the last line of page 4; (2) to delete "profesionally« in the 

penultimate line of paragraph 3 on page 5» At Sir Arcot MUDLIAR's suggestion, 

however, he accepted the words ''professionally qualified" in the place of 

"professionally trained". 



Decision: The Board adopted the first report of the Standing Committee 

on Administration and Finance as amended above. 

4. INTERNATIONAL DIGEST OF HEALTH LEGISLATION: Item 12 of the Agenda 

(Documents ЕВб/38, ЕВб/38 Add.1, and resolution WHA3.15) 

The CHAIRMAN drew attention to the relevant documents. 

Dr. BERNARD, adviser to Professor Parisot, introduced the amended resolution 

contained in document ЕВб/38 Add.l» It was not intended to alter the substance 

of the resolution proposed by the Direct or -Gene ral (document ЕВб/38) in any way. 

Professor Parisot 1 s answers to the questions asked in document ЕВб/38 (second 

paragraph) were» 

1. An unqualified yes. 

2. Yes, on the understanding that the Director4xeneral fs report to the 

Assembly, and the discussion which had taken place in that body, would be 

taken into account in deciding the final form. 

3. The suggestion, contained in the annex to resolution ША3.63 that the 

Digest should also be published in the form of separate fascicles would be 

the ideal solution but, in view of the arguments put forward in document 

ЕВб/38, it might be wiser to retain the bound form in which the Digest 

Wc?.s now published, with the addition of an index, by countries and by 

subjects, to allow complete utilization of the text. 

The amendment was proposed merely in order to refer more specifically to 

the documents of fche Assembly, 

1 For text as adopted, see Off, Rec> World Hlth Org> 29, annex 8. 



Dr. HOWARD-JONESp Director, Division of Editorial and Reference Services, 

said that the Director-General greatly appreciated Professor ParisoUs 

interest in this matter and -welcomed the improved resolution proposèd in 

document EB6/38, Addendum 1. 

Decisiong The Board unanimously adopted the amended resolution 
proposed by Professor Parisot, and contained in document EB6/38 Add* 1. 

The meeting rose at 5.35 p.m. 
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1- EXPERT COMMITTEE OK ANTIBIOTICS i Itera 20.3.2 of the Agenda (Documents 
EB6/39 and A3/R/29) (Continuation) 

The CHLIRIUN said that there vore two problems to consider with regard to 

expert committees., First, the relations of the Executive Board to,, and its 

responsibility for, expert committees- He had himself drafted document 

IEB6/3 on this quest ion 5 but there would bo no opportunity to discuss it a/b the 

present session，and he was proposirif to defer it to the seventh session. 

Secondly, there was the specific problem of how the report of the Expert 

Committee on .mtibiotics should be treated. The provisional regulations which 

the committee had adopted in that morning 1 s meeting gave the Board power to 

publish reporté of expert committers and preface them with its own observations, 

or5 alternatively, to refer a report back to the relevant expert committee. 

It must not be forgotten, however, that the Board had no ротег to alter the 

substance of a report unless the expert committee, in question agreed. There 

were three proposals before the coinmittse with regard to the report of the 

Expert Committee on Antibiotics : (1) Dr* Н*б̂зг18 proposal that the report 

should be published forthv/ith with covering observations by the Executive Board. 

(2) Dr. Dujarrie de la Rivière 's proposal to refer the report back to the export 

committee ior consideration at its next session. The disadvantage of this 

proposal was that the expert committee would probably not meet again before 1952• 

(3) Sir Arcot Mudaliar 1 s proposal to defer consideration of the report until the 

next session of the E:xpciitive Board, and ask the Jirector-Genaral to report to the 

expert committee the Board 1 s difference of opinion with regard to the mention of a 

certain commercial product. This proposal onl》partly uiet Dr. Brady 1 s comment 

with regard to misinterpretation of the re port, and he hbo^ghl that Dr. Bracfy might 

wish to amend Sir Arcot Mudaliar fs proposal. In any case, the Executive 

Board was free to publish its observations when it published the report. 



Dr. SOKHEY, Assistant Director-General, Department of Central Technical 

Services, said that there was a certain amoimt of misunderstanding among members 

as to the form of the report 5 especially as regards the mention .of Podbielniak 

extractors, and discussion of currency questions. It should be remembered that 

this particular expert committee had a long history^ which started with the 

Interim Coimnission. The First World Health Assembly took certain decisions. 

These were followed by further decisions taken by the Executive Board at its 

second session^, and confirmed by the Second World Health Assembly which appointed 

the expert committee rnth specific instructions. 
• . . . t 

He particularly wished to bring to the notice of the Board a decision taken 

by it at its second session. The Board had directed the Director-General to 

arrange for surveys to be carried out by an adequate team of experts and to seek 

the assistance of the Economic Commission for Europe for putting into operation 

the UNRRA donated penicillin plants (Official Records No. 14, page 19). In 

.pursuance of that instruction, joint consultations of WHO and ECE with outside 

experts engaged in the production of penicillin and technical representatives 

of Member nations to whom UNRRA plants had been donated, were held in Geneva 

on 17 and 18 February 1949, These experts considered "essential equipment 

• necessary to produce pure crystalline penicillin" and included Podbielniak 

extractors in that category. The joint committee also considered procurement 

and payment for equipment and discussed the question of hard currency. The 

recommendations of the joint 1ГН0/ЕСЕ committee were presented to the Executive 

Board at its Third Session in document EB3/20 Add.l, and were approved by the 

Board. The Secretariat prepared over 20 memoranda and documents for the expert 

committee of which document ЕВЗ/20 Add.l, 1949, was one.‘ The Expert Committee 



on Antibiotics was therefore working on questions raised by the Health Assembly and 

the Executive Board and which included consideration of requirements of production 

of penicillin and the modernisation of penicillin plants donated by ÜWRRA. The 

«joint WHO/ECE committee, upon the advice of the experts on production, had 

considered Podbielniak extractors essential for production and had recommended that 

丽 0 and ECE jointly should take steps to meet the hard currency problem which 

Member States were experiencing in this connexion. The Expert Committee on 

Antibiotics considered this report, agreed with the necessity of Podbielniak 

extractors, and backed the recommendation regarding hard currency. 

This account, Dr. Sokhey believed, would explain the form of this report. 

The experts were considering specific questions put to them by the Health Assembly 

and the Executive Board. He considered the work of the expert committee of great 

value and hoped that the report would he approved. 

D r ' d e P A U L â SOUZA, speaking- as a member of the small ad hoc committee which 

examined the reports of the ExjBrt Gomm.ittees before • the opening of the Third 

World Health Assembly, said that the committee's task had been e x t r e m e ^ difficult. 

They could not change the substance of the report, but could only consider whether 

it conformed to the directives given by WHO. He then quoted the paragraph con_ 

cerning procurement of equipment on page 3 of the report of the committee 

(document WH0/Antib/8) and also the first three lines of resolution I on the same 

page, which showed that it was the' maanimous opinion of the committee that these 

extractors were "absolutely essential for the economic production of penicillin". 

If the Executive Board now rejected the report, the ad hoc committee would be in a 

very difficult position, and if the principle was established of not accepting such 

reports, the Executive Board should give definite and relevant instructions to the 

ad hoc committee. , 



Dr. BRADY, alternate to Dr. % d e , said that none of the m e m b e r s W the 

committee had intended to be critical of the ad hoc committee. He had a fourth 

proposal to make, as follows s letters should be sent from the Board to each 

member of the expert committee saying that the Board had approved the report 

for publication and considered it an admirable document, but thought the committee 

members might be interested in certain comments of the Board during the discussion 

of the report, in particular with regard to the use of a certain trade name, the 

use of the phrase "absolutely essential", the misinterpretation of the report 

which had appeared in the newspapers and the question of currencies. If no replies 

were received to the letters, the Executive Board would publish the report with 

a single comment in the form of a resolution as follows: 1. The ad hoc 

committee and the Executive Board note the report. 2. The Executive Board 

authorizes its publication and thanks the committee for its valuable docvanent. 

3. The Executive Board notes that on certain points there is a difference of 

opinion between its members and the expert committee. 4, The Executive Board 

invites the Director-General to take the necessary steps to implement the 

recommendations made by the Expert Committee on Antibiotics and to make full use 

of the facilities that may be made available by UNICEF and other agencies for 

this purpose* 

Dr. DUJARRIC de la RIVIERE thought that Dr. Brady's proposal could be 

accepted. The suggestion of writing to the experts for their opinion on a possible 

modification of the report raised a most important question of principle on which 

he would like to have the opinion of the Secretariat. The Executive Board had no 

power to amend the text of a report of an expert coianittee. Would it then have 

the right to amend it on the basis of opinions dbfcained by correspondence with the 

experts? 



• Sir ARCOT MUDALIAR said that he would withdraw his proposal. 

The DIRECTOR-GEi^SRAL said that it should be made quite clear what was to be 

done vfith the comments of the Executive Board, since these reports would eventually 

be published officially by the Organization He thought the case against the 

proprietary ааш» was not strong. WHO used a considerable number of proprietary 

names in its publications, and the work of the Organization would be very much 

complicated if the Executive Board objected to proprietary names in general. He 

was doubtful as to the advisability of referring the report back to the committee. 

Its members were among the worM's best experts in this field, and the report 

represented their technical and unanimous opinion. It was not feasible to write 

to thern individually and ask them to retract as individuals an opinion on which 

thwy had unanimously agreed as a body. 

Sir Arcot MUDALIAR thought it useless to continue the discussion. The report 
t 

had been submitted to, discussed, and adopted by the Third World Health Assembly, 

and the only action left for the Executive Board was to maintain the decision of 

the ad hoc committee to which the Board had delegated its par/€rs. 

The CHAIRMAN said there were now two proposals before the committee : (1) 

the proposal of Dr. Brady, and (2) that of Dr. Hojer, supported by Sir Arcot Mudaliar. 

He would put these to the vote. 

Decisions The committee rejected Dr. Brady's proposal and adopted 
Dr. Hojer's proposal that the report should be published forthwith with 
the covering observations of the Executive Board. 

The committee also adopted the resolution at the end of document 
EB6/39. 



2, DEFERMENT OF ITEM TILL THE SEVENTH SESSION OF THE EXECUTIVE ЮАШ> 

The CHáIRMúN stated that he was r e a v i n g his dooumont on ®3cpert consaittees 

(EB6/3) from the agenda of the current session and intended to ask for its 

inclusion in the agenda of the seventh session. The subject was one of great 

importance and considerable complexity, and time was needed for its consideration. 

He suggested that the other members of the Board might also prepare notes on 

the subject and send them in to the Secretariat for sutanission to tho seventh 

session of the Board. 

3. FIRST REPORT OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON ；J)MINISTRi»TION AND FINANCE 

(Document EB6/43) 

Sir Arcot MUDiiLIiiH, Chairman of the Standing Committee on Administration 

and Finança, in presenting the first report of that conmittce said that he would 

submit tho different parts separately to the Board* The first part сoneornod 

the report on allotmsrits issued as at yi May 1950, 

The committee adopted.this part of the report without discussion. 

Sir Arcot MUDiâLX/iR than presented the second part, concerning transfers 

betvreen sections of the 1950 appropriation resolution. He o^lainod that the 

draft resolution proposed in the report authorized the saao procedure as ha4 

been adopted in the previous year. 

The committee adopted this part of the report and the ас с omp spying 

resolution without discussion. 

Sir Arcot MUD/iLIAR then presented the third part, concerning tho 

expenditure level for 1951. He said that this was a most important point and 

had lod to a long discussion during T/vhich the committee had tho benefit of the 

views of mombsrs not on the coramitteo. The first paragraph in the resolution 



$6j150j000 and that therefore the expenditure level should not exceed that 

figure. With regard to the second para^r^Dh, a raso lut ion had been passed by 

the Third Health Assembly as a result of the "work of the Committee on Programme 

showing that a saving of 4191^000 could be made т/vhich should be divided as 

followsî 150,000 to the United Nations Works Relief Agency for Palestine 

Refugees in the Near East, an allocation for health statistics, and the rest for 

activities connected -with communicable and pestilential diseases. Ovdng to the 

lo TAB ring of the expenditure level to 巷 6^150,000, the amount to bo spent on the 

three -items had had to be reduced』and the figures recommerKied ware the result. 

Ho then read the second paragraph of page 4 of the report with regard to tte 

transfer of sums from the Office International d lIfy2 i 3 n s Publqiue, and said that 

the estimated amount was $50,000 to ^100^000^ that the transfer would be possible 

by the end of the year, end that the sums in question улэго to bo- devotod to тогк 

on pestilential diseases, 

Tho'CHAIRMAN draw attention to the following typing errors in tho report s 

(1) Page 3î In paragraph (b) the socond vord should read "on" instead of 
"and". .• , 

(2) Page 4: Th3 end of the second paragraph should read " ••. bilharziasis^ 
African rickettsiosis end yellow fever." 

(3), Page 4: The last line on the page should read "of approved health and 
‘ sanitation programmes." 

Sir Arcot MUDALIM 3 in explanation of paragraph 3 of the resolution, said 

hb^t reproduced a resolution adopted by the Third Health Assembly* The 

Dire с tor- Gane r al "would report to tho next session of the Board when the question 

would be discussed. 

The committee adopted this part of the report and the accompanying resolution 

without discussion. 



ть/шп/n. 
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Sir Arcot MUD^LLvC then proscntod the lr.st f ourth c.nd lc.3t pert of tho 

raport, concarnins thü forra of prjsc>ntc.tinn of the pro二rnnme r.nd budget for 

1952. 、 

Liout-Colon^l 0UF“R proposed an menclaant in tho last line of paragraph 1 

of tho resolution in this prrt, to insort “functional" before "title". 

Sir i'^rcot MUHJX.Ji thought that it would not always bo possible to “iVü a 

functional title in the case of all posts, and asked for tho opinion of the 

Secretariat. 

Mr. SIEGEL, Assistant Dire с tor- General, Depart；® nt of Administration сл<3 

Finance, said that it could usually be done, though the description misht not 

always be quite exact. 

The committeo ccbpted this part of tha report r.nd the accompanying rusolution 

as emended. 

Dr. MACKENZIE sugsostocl two amendments to the report： (1) to dolata 

"and sanitation" in thü Xr.st line of pago 4¡ (2) to dolata "profassionally» 

in the last line but one of paro.grc.jh 3 on page 5, “t Sir 从rcot MUD.'»LL*R*3 
« 

suggestion, howavor, he accepted the vords "professionally qualified" instead 

of "professionally traincd!'. . 

Decisiont The committee adopted the first report of the Standing OoiriiiiittQQ 

on Administration and Finance as amended, 

4 . INTERNETIONiJ, DIGEST OF HEuLTH LEGISLATIONi Item 32 of the Agonda 

(Documents EBó/38, EB6/3S Ádd.l, АЗД/31) 

The CHAIRIvLiK drew attention to tho rolovant documents. 



Dr # B E R M R D , adviser to Professor Parisot, introduced the amended resolution 

contained in document БВ6/38 Add.l* It was not intended to alter the 

substance of the resolution proposed by the Director謝General (document ЕВб/38) 

in any* way, Profossor Parisot Ts ansi/vers to the questions asked in document 

ЕВ6/38 (second paragraph) yjqtq: 

An unqualified yes. 

2. Yas^ on the understanding that the Director-General 1s report to the 

Assembly, and the discussion which had taken place in that body, \vould be 

taken into account in deciding the final form. 

3 . The suggestion, contained in the annex to resolution A 3 A / 1 2 7 that the 

Digest should also be published in the form of separate fascicles TOuld be 

the ideal solution but, in view of the arguments put forward in document 

Е В 6 / З 8，it might be iwiser to retain the bound form in whichth© Digest was 

now published, with the addition of an*index, by countries and by 

subjects， to allow complete utilization of the text. 

The amendment was proposed merely in order to refer moro specifically to 

the documents of the Assembly P 

Dr. HOVfARD-JONES, Director^ Division of Editorial and Raferonce Services, 

said that the Director-Genoral greatly appreciated Professor Parisot*s interest 

in this matter and welcomed the improved resolution that he had proposed in 

document EB6/38， Addendum 1, 

Decision: The Board unanimously adopted the amended resolution proposed by 
Professor Parisotj and contained in document EB6/38 Add.l. 

The meeting rose at 5^35 


